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Examining the History of Civic Engagement and Community Service in the Miami
Valley, HST 485, Dr. Marjorie Mclellan, Winter 2011
Cindy Good 1 is currently the Executive Director of the Miami Valley Women's
Center in the Dayton, Ohio area. She has worked many occupations 2 including
exchanging foreign currency, buying and selling precious metals, substitute teaching, and
her work with the pro-life venue. Her work with the Miami Valley Women's Center has
included directing the Abstinence Education program, the Director of Operations and her
current position as Executive Director. She is married to Jim Good and has two children,
Nicholas and Natalie. She attended Ball University where she studied French, Spanish
and Business; She graduated Magna Cum Laude in 1976.
The interview was conducted on February 18, 2001 at the Miami Valley Women's
Center in a meeting room after office hours. During the interview, I learned that Cindy
Good has a passion for women in the Miami Valley. Her support of the abstinence
program she directed for 12 years is founded on her beliefs that women should see their
self-worth and value. She is zealous about instilling this belief in the girls starting at a
young age, but the center specifically offers programs to middle school and high school
girls in the Miami Valley, specifically in Xenia, Cedarville and the Dayton Christian
school system.
During her life, Cindy has had the chance to live in various places around the
world, including New Zealand and Scotland through her husband's job. While in New
Zealand, she worked as a school teacher for religious education. She also volunteered as a
telephone operator for a pro-life hotline. While living in southern California, she began
volunteering at a pro-life organization after seeing a play promoting abstinence.
I thoroughly enjoyed interviewing Cindy Good and learning about the multitude
of experiences that culminated in order for her to have her current position. She is a very
outspoken evangelical Christian who gives God the glory for all of her works, including
her own talents and successes. She views each of her successes and failures as
1 "Miami

Valley Women's Center," last modified 2011,
http: I jwww.miamivalleywomenscenter.org/executive-director.html
2 Cindy Good, interviewed by Celeste Trejo, Cindy Good: A Heart for the Women of the Miami Valley,
University Library, Wright State University, February 18, 2011.

opportunities for growth in her own life, both emotionally and spiritually. Walking away
:from this interview, I feel that Cindy Good has impacted my outlook on community
service. She views her life and works as opportunities and sets the example the keep a
positive attitude and see serving as a blessing.
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0:00:00-00:00:15 Introduction to the recording.
Information listed above.
0:00:016-00:02:10 Childhood
Cindy Good grew up in the Midwest in Illinois. Her family was a Christian family who had strong
Christian values. She enjoyed school and was a middle child. She did face challenges at home. These
challenges included substance abuse, but her family did work through the problems with the use of Al
Anon and AA. She credits her family's German ancestry for their hard work ethic.
keywords: Alcoholics Anonymous, Illinois, Midwest, Christian
0:02:11-00:06:47 Community Involvement
Cindy Good feels that the involvement in AA and her love of other cultures attributed to her community
involvement. She participated as a candy striper in a hospital, 4-H, and Girl Scouts of America. She also
feels that God planted a love for other languages, backgrounds and people which sparked her interest.
As time progressed, she became more involved with the pro-life arena. She went through college, married
and had children. She felt that she was living for herself. During those years, she had several friends
approach her and discuss the fact that they'd had abortions in the past. She didn't know how to react, but
soo!l saw a pro-life play that sparked her interest in pro-life topics.
She·could not remember having any specific reactions toward the Roe v. Wade decision, but knew that her
position was based on the Christian Bible which she feels supports pro-life.
keywords: Girl Scouts, 4-H, Candy striper, pro-life, Roe v. Wade
0:06:48-00:09:14 Obstacles
The media is the greatest obstacle that Cindy Good feels the Miami Valley Women's Center faces. She also
feels that the pro-life supporters in America, in general, are misconstrued by the media. They are portrayed
in the media as being irrational, but they feel they are not "the threat", but merely focusing on the ultimate
health and good for women. Another obstacle is that they face funding issues. Their organization does not
charge for their services.
Keywords: obstacles, media
0:09:15-00:15:07 Abstinence Program Involvement
Cindy Good went to see a performance based upon the concept of abstinence being a worthwhile life
choice. She saw the value placed upon marriage and purity and became excited about it. She soon joined

the movement by volunteering her time as a counselor at the Miami Valley Women's Center. When she
moved to New Zealand with her husband, she was actively involved with helping transport college students
who provided abstinence courses in the area to youth. Once she returned to the United States, she wanted to
volunteer her services as a counselor at the Miami Valley Women's Center again and they asked her to
become the director of the Abstinence Education program, which she then directed for twelve years. She
believes in setting high standards for the youth of America to practice self-control and that it will help them
in the long run.
Keywords: New Zealand
00:15:07-00:19:45 Successes
Cindy Good feels her greatest personal successes have been raising her children. She has two children, a
daughter and a son. Both live in different states, but she enjoys seeing her children often. As far as
successes of the Miami Valley Women's Center, she feels her greatest successes are the success stories
from the abstinence program. She cites specific examples of former abstinence program students who have
approached her to tell her that they've kept their commitments to stay pure. Spiritually, she feels that the
greatest successes have been in the way God has led the programs at the Miami Valley Women's Center to
bring value and worth to individuals and families.
Keywords: abstinence, self-worth, values
00:19:46-00:21:07 Family Involvement at the Miami Valley Women's Center
The Miami Valley Women's Center gets approval from each of its volunteers' families. Cindy Good's
immediate family has been involved mainly in a supportive role for her work in the ministry. Her two
children both attended Dayton Christian and were involved in the Abstinence Program there.
Keywords: Abstinence
00:21:08-00:21:46 Marriage
Cindy Good met her husband, Jim, on her second day of college. Their relationship continued throughout
college and they have now been married for 36 years.
00:21:47-00:25:11 Travel
Cindy and her husband lived three years in New Zealand. She felt that those years were challenging times.
She had studies foreign languages in college and always felt that she could handle living in a foreign
country. However, when moving away from her support system, she felt that her "world was shaken". In
those times, though, she believes God grew her spiritually. In New Zealand, she taught Religious Education
at a school and participated in a pro-life organization. Then, they lived in Scotland for two years and she
fell in love with the country and people. After Scotland, she and her husband moved to southern California,
where both their children were born. In California, she and her husband taught Sunday School for junior
high students and she feels that, at the time, it was a huge leap of faith. Now, in Dayton, she feels settled.
Keywords: New Zealand, travel, Scotland, pro-life, California
00:~5:12-00:27:10 Satisfying Contributions and Accomplishments
The contribution Cindy Good is most thankful for is her longevity. She is happy to have stayed at the
Miami Valley Women's Center for so many years and enjoys the many roles she has had at the Center. She
feels her greatest strengths are tenacity and perseverance. She was also a part of a core group that met in
1997 to set the vision, mission and core values for the Miami Valley Women's Center. It was a turning
point in the ministry that defmed the goals of the Center. She is so excited to see that go into effect and
change throughout the years.
Keywords: perseverance, mission, vision, core values

00:27:11-00:30:39 Various Ministries at the Miami Valley Women's Center
G .I.F. T is a program that was requested by the school districts that were already participating in the "Worth
Waiting For" abstinence program. The group sends counselors into the schools to provide self-worth
lessons to a select group of girls recommended by the school counselor. S.T.A.R.S is a similar program, but
offered after school to any 7th or 8th grader who would like to participate. Medical services are also
provided at the Center. Dr. Stalter, the medical director in 1998, began the program to provide free
ultrasounds for women in a crisis pregnancy situation. In 2008, the Huber Heights Center began providing

these same medical services. Abortion recovery, discipleship, parenting classes, mentoring for mothers and
fathers are other services provided by the Center.
Keywords: services, crisis pregnancy, STARS, GIFT, abstinence
00:30:40-00:32:48 Funding
The Center is completely supported through the community. Twelve percent comes from churches. Fifteen
percent is provided by corporations, mostly small businesses. One to two percent comes from CFC or
United Way. The rest comes from individuals. There are two main fundraising events each year. In the fall,
there is a gala and in the spring there is a 2-mile walk where people sponsor walkers and donate money.
Keywords: funding
00:32:49-00:34:52 Perceptions by the Community
She feels that the reputation of the Miami Valley Women's Center has been perceived very well by the
community due to the care and compassion they provide for women. They have advertised on television,
and in newspapers, but their main advertisement comes through word of mouth. She also feels that their
executive board and medical advisory board hold a good reputation in the community which reflects on the
Center.
Keywords: perceptions, compassion, care, medical advisory board, reputation
00:34:53-00:36:48 Transitioning Between Position at the MVWC
After directing the abstinence program for twelve years, Cindy Good was asked by the director to take the
role of Director of Operations. She served in that position for one year and, after the Executive Director
vacated the position, she was asked to fill in. She did so out of obedience more so than readiness. She does
feel that God ended up equipping her afterwards. She is thankful for the other ministry directors in the
Center who were helpful and encouraging during that time. She has been very blessed to see the various
ministries offered blossom during her time as the Executive Director.
Keywords: Director, equipping, encouragement
00:36:49-00:41:46 Pro-Life vs. Pro-Choice Debates
During her days in the abstinence program, she did debate with leaders of pro-choice organizations. Most
of those debates were more focused on abstinence and practicing self-control. Other than that, most of her
speaking venues are places that have invited her (i.e. churches). Recently, she was involved in an group
where various 501 c3 organizations were allowed to present the organization they were involved in. Once it
was revealed that she represented a pro-life organization, she was asked to not speak due to it being a
controversial issue. She did so, politely, and left the organization. She views this as a time of growth for
her.
Keywords: debate, 501 c3
00:41:47-00:42:49 Changes in Motivations
Cindy feels that her motivations have changed from excitement, money and travel to obedience to God.
00:42:50- 00:44:03 Future Plans for the Ministry
She would love to see the ministry become more well-known in the area. She would like for the MVWC to
be "the first name mentioned" when there is a crisis pregnancy situation. As far as location, she has no
particular plans.
Keywords: future
00:44:04-00:47:10 Abortion Recovery Ministry
Cindy Good shared statistics that contradict current misconceptions about crisis pregnancy abortions. While
many believe that most crisis pregnancies occur in teenagers, most occur in women between 20-24. The
ministry spans various ages. They provide counseling to women who bear guilt for having abortions to
mothers who have been instrumental in their daughter's having abortions.
Keywords: abortion recovery, regret
00:47:11-00:48:15 Lessons Carried Away
The lesson Cindy has carried away from the ministry center is that "apart from [God], we can do nothing".

00:48:16-00:49:15 Earlier Work Experiences
When Cindy Good graduated from college she worked at a foreign currency exchange in southern
California for almost eleven years. She also substitute taught in Centerville Schools and taught in New
Zealand. She also worked for H&R Block preparing taxes because she enjoys working with numbers.
Keywords: currency exchange, career
00:49:16-00:50:46 Family Support
She and her husband have no living parents. Her extended family is in her brothers and sisters, but they do
not live in their community. Cindy and her husband's church, ministry and neighborhood have become
their extended family.
Keywords: community, support, family
00:50:47-00:51:31 Possible Retirement
Cindy enjoys working and does not plan on retiring any time soon. She loves to travel, though and will be
happy to do so if and when she and her husband, who is currently working as a professor at the University
of Dayton and Indiana Wesleyan, retire.
Keywords: University ofDayton, retirement, Indiana Wesleyan
00:51:32-00:52:59 Church Family Involvement
The Good's church family has been involved with pro-life ministries for many years. She love that they
give support through volunteering and monetary donors.
00:53:00-00:57:30 Women's Stories
The Miami Valley Women's Center has a multitude of clients who speak at various functions on behalf of
the Center. Many of the women are encouraged to tell their stories after going through the various
ministries at the Center. Some women are excited to tell their stories at the different venues, while others
need encouragement.
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Christian values. She enjoyed school and was a middle child. She did face challenges at home. These
challenges included substance abuse, but her family did work through the problems with the use of Al
Anon and AA. She credits her family's German ancestry for their hard work ethic.
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0:02:11-00:06:47 Community Involvement
Cindy Good feels that the involvement in AA and her love of other cultures attributed to her community
involvement. She participated as a candy striper in a hospital, 4-H, and Girl Scouts of America. She also
feels that God planted a love for other languages, backgrounds and people which sparked her interest.
As time progresse~ she became more involved with th{( pro-life arena. She went through college, married
and had children. She felt that she was living for herself During those years, she had several friends
~proach her and discuss the fact that they'd had abortions in the past. She didn't know how to react, but
soon saw a pro-life play that sparked her interest in pro-life topics.
She could not remember having any specific reactions toward the Roe v. Wade decision, but knew that her
position was based on the Christian Bible which she feels supports pro-life.
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0:06:48-00:09:14 Obstacles
The media is the greatest obstacle that Cindy Good feels the Miami Valley Women's Center faces. She also
feels that the pro-life supporters in America, in general, are misconstrued by the media. They are portrayed
in the media as being irrational, but they feel they are not "the threat", but merely focusing on the ultimate
health and good for women. Another obstacle is that they face funding issues. Their organization does not
charge for their services.
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0:09:15-00:15:07 Abstinence Program Involvement
Cindy Good went to see a performance based upon the concept of abstinence being a worthwhile life
choice. She saw the value placed upon marriage and purity and became excited about it. She soon joined
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00:15:07-00:19:45 Successes
Cindy Good feels her greatest personal successes have been raising her children. She has two children, a
daughter and a son. Both live in different states, but she enjoys seeing her children often. As far as
successes of the Miami Valley Women's Center, she feels her greatest successes are the success stories
from the abstinence program. She cites specific examples of former abstinence program students who have
Ch:n~pproached her to tell her that they've kept their commitments to stay pure. Spiritually, she feels that the
~eatest successes have been in the way God has led the programs at the Miami Valley Women's Center to
bring value and ~orth to individuals and families.
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00:19:46-00:21:07 Family Involvement at the Miami Valley Women's Center
The Miami Valley Women's Center gets approval from each of its volunteers' families. Cindy Good's
immediate family has been involved mainly in a supportive role for her work in the ministry. Her two
children both attended Dayton Christian and were involved in the Abstinence Program there.
Keywords: Abstinence
00:21:08-00:21:46 Marriage
Cindy Good met her husband, Jim, on her second day of college. Their relationship continued throughout
college and they have now been married for 36 years.
00:21:47-00:25:11 Travel
Cindy and her husband lived three years in New Zealand. She felt that those years were challenging times.
She had studies foreign languages in college and always felt that she could handle living in a foreign
country. However, when moving away.from her support system, she felt that her "world was shaken". In
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at a school and participated in a pro-life organization. Then, they lived in Scotland for two years and she
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00:30:40-00:32:48 Funding
The Center is completely supported through the community. Twelve percent comes from churches. Fifteen
percent is provided by corporations, mostly small businesses. One to two percent comes from CFC or
United Way. The rest comes from individuals. There are two main fundraising events each year. In the fall,
there is a gala an~ in the spring there is a 2-mile walk where people sponsor walkers and donate money.
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00:32:49-00:34:52 Perceptions by the Community
She feels that the reputation of the Miami Valley Women's Center has been perceived very well by the
community due to the care and compassion they provide for women. They have advertised on television,
and in newspapers, but their main advertisement comes through word of mouth. She also feels that their
executive board and medical advisory board hold a good reputation in the community which reflects on the
Center.
Keywords: perceptions, compassion, care, medical advisory board, reputation
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After directing the abstinence program for twelve years, Cindy Good was asked by the director to take the
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During her days in the abstinence program, she did debate with leaders of pro-choice organizations. Most
ftf those debates were more focused on abstinence and practicing self-control. Other than that, most of her
speaking venues are places that have invited her (i.e. churches). Recently, she was involved in an group
where various 501 c3 organizations were allowed to present the organization they were involved in. Once it
was revealed that she represented a pro-life organization, she was asked to not speak due to it being a
::troversial issue. She did so, politely, and left the organization. She views this as a time of growth for
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rtindy feels that her motivations have changed from excitement, money and travel to obedience to God.
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be "the frrst name mentioned" when there is a crisis pregnancy situation. As far as location, she has no
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many believe that most crisis pregnancies occur in teenagers, most occur in women between 20-24. The
ministry spans various ages. They provide counseling to women who bear guilt for having abortions to
mothers who have been instrumental in their daughter's having abortions.
Keywords: abortion recovery, regret
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00:48:16-00:49:15 Earlier Work Experiences
When Cindy Good graduated from college she worked at a foreign currency exchange in southern
California for almost eleven years. She also substitute taught in Centerville Schools and taught in New
Zealand. She also worked for H&R Block preparing taxes because she enjoys working with numbers.
Keywords: currency exchange, career
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ofDayton and Indiana Wesleyan, retire.
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00:51:32-00:52:59 Church Family Involvement
The Good's church family has been involved with pro-life ministries for many years. She love that they
give support through volunteering and monetary donors.
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TRJEO: This is Celeste Trejo and I am interviewing Cindy Good at the Miami Valley Women's Center.
And it is February 18, 2011. Can you tell me a little bit about your childhood?
GOOD: Yes. I grew up in the Midwest in Illinois and to a Christian family in a home. Spent most of my
grade school, middle school and high school days-actually all of them- in Illinois so I didn't have to move
around a lot as a child. And I really like school. I worked hard. I would say I had a very good childhood
although our family faced issues. We faced challenges at home, but I was thankful that my parents stayed
together through the difficult times and gave me a wonderful foundation for life.
TREJO: Can you explain what you mean by "foundation for life"?
GOOD: Well, I think I just mean that families would have challenges. Families will have struggles and in
our family there was, even a history of some addiction, but I did see the use of groups like Al-Anon and
AA [Alcoholics Anonymous] really help my family. So, from the beginning I think there was a humility
that we don't have it all together and everyone's not perfect so we won't try to look that way. My, both
families, came around and supported my parents through difficult times, but they also-my parents worked
hard. We were very much a middle-class family. My father's German ancestry defmitely believed in hard
work. He was a bit of a type A personality anyways so he worked very hard, but taught me the value of that
too.
TREJO: How did you get involved with community issues or community life?
GOOD: I would say, it probably even began back then when as a child I was introduced to AA. As I aged
and got involved in high school things, because our high school was only one public high school in town
we were all there together. I think God just gave me this love for different people. Some of my favorite
books as a child was Foreign People Around the World and I started studying foreign languages and
pursued French and Spanish, which of course makes your horizons a little bit bigger. Being from a small
town, community issues were all around us and I'd just begin been volunteering in the hospitals as a candy
striper and Girl Scouts and 4-H, but did things with friends too from all around town, with a lot of different
backgrounds. Community issues with regards to what I do now in the pro-life arena-that began later.
However, when I was in high school I did have a friend in my senior year of high school was pregnant. And
I stood by her and also tried to be a little bit of the advocate for her when her boyfriend would just go off
with the guys and forget about her. Even then it seemed that that was so unjust and just not right, but God
used it in a might way to grow me up as I was there, not in the room, but outside the room of the hospital

wiien she gave birth. She chose adoption, but I remember that being a very growing up time for me to walk
alongside her.
·TREJO: How has it chang_ed across your life? You said that later on you became involved in the pro-life
arena? How did that begin?
GOOD: I would say that probably between eighteen and thirty-some there those years of college and
career and my husband and I got married. We lived out in southern California and very much just enjoyed
life. We pretty much lived for ourselves. I can't say we did a whole lot for others. It was pretty much work
and the next vacation, but we had friends. And it was in those years a couple of my friends came to me and
let me know at different times that they had had an abortion. One was a high school friend, the other was
one I met after college. I remember I didn't know how to respond to that. ... and it was years later in my
early thirties when I was sitting in a church service when I heard someone speak on behalf of sanctity of
human life which just challenged, "If you'd like to know more about what abortion does and how you
could offer something different that's not the only option for an unplanned pregnancy" ... I was compelled
to just sign up and find out more. So I became a volunteer for them. And at that point too I'd had my own
children and I'd realized the gift of children and how . ..the miracle of life. So, that was the beginning of the
transition then. And that was a little over twenty years ago.
TREJO: So this was post Roe versus Wade?
GOOD: Roe v. Wade. Yes. This would have been in 1988? 1989.
TREJO: Do you remember Roe vs. Wade and having any feelings at that time about it?
GOOD: You know, I really don't, but I do know that when my friend shared with me that she'd had an
abortion and we went back through the years, I do remember that she bad had hers before Roe v. Wade. So
her boyfriend and she had driven to New York state because even before 1973 abortion was legal in New
York, Colorado and I think one other state. So they had driven to New York to have it done. So I was aware
then that it wasn't legal everywhere in 1971 or 1970, but I can't remember having ever been exposed to
that as an issue that I would stand up for in my college years or even right afterwards.
TREJO: What are some of the obstacles or frustrations that you feel you have seen since you've been
involved with the Miami Valley Women's Center?
GOOD: Well, I think sometimes the obstacles are media. And, but the media is a broad term. There are
defmitely good peole in the media who want to get the truth out. I feel like sometimes people just don't
know where to fmd the truth (laughs). And of course, as a Christian, I believe God's word is the ultimate
source of that. And I think sometimes when you hear, "Oh well, if abortions were illegal, then only unsafe
abortions would be done. And the cost to women's health-as far as physical costs so their well-being and
their health and their life-would be threatened". Urn certain countries ....(interrupted by a business call.
Recording stopped.) So, we were talking about obstacles or frustrations. I think sometimes to the general
public, they may think that when the pro-life community is not educated or is not rational. And, in fact, the
pro-life community is very much pro-choice. They are pro- the woman making the best choice for her as
well as for her baby. Our interest is for the woman. And we have seen here the pain that it has caused from
abortion. Maybe not right away and not everybody suffers from it, but many women will suffer down the
road and it can, in the mean time, really determent their lives. So that would be one obstacle. Frustrations
how we are portrayed ... that we are the threat. The other thing is we don't receive anything for our services.
So, all of our services we provide free. We are here by the good donations and the support of the local
community who believe in what we're doing. We're not making any money off of that woman's
decision....which the other side is.
TREJO: I did a little research, just about you biography ... and it said you started working here with the
abstinence program. Could you tell me a little bit about that?

GOOD: C
! I spent twelve years as the Director for Abstinence Education and I absolutely loved it.
First of all, when I first was invited to come along and join the team, it was because a part-time position
was availabte-_.I went out to see a "Worth Waiting For" performance. And what took me by surprise was
how affmning to marriage the presentation was. Obviously, if you're going to save sex for marriage, then
that.makes marriage pretty special. But it just, in our society I think there are so many things knocking
marriage down, with the exception of the bridal magazines, that it's just refreshing to hear a high school
student say, "I really care about my future husband or my future wife and this is one way I can show it,
even now, though I haven't met them". And that was so exciting. It was exciting to be able to teach the
young people not just to "say no", but why and what are the benefits. Why say yes to purity and saving sex
for marriage and they get it. And the thing is that young people catch that hope. If we raise the bar, people
will meet it. But if we lower the bar and say, "Well you can't wait and you won't be able to say no" then it
makes young people feel that the adults don't expect anything better of them. And it is their bodies. It's not
just their physical well-being. It's their emotional well-being and their relationship well-being that is
damaged and is vulnerable to the decisions they make today. So, it was just so exciting and it still is to see
how young people respond to a positive message that says "you can choose what's best and no matter what
you've done in the past- your past does not have to determine your future". So that's a great thing we have
through all of our abstinence education. Whether it's in our outreach through the middle schools, high
schools, even colleges or to those who come into the center who say, "I want some help in changing my life
around".
TREJO: What even sparked your desire to even see this play?
GOOD: I would say that was all God. When I volunteered here over twenty years ago I was meeting with
the clients one-on-one in the room who were facing a crisis pregnancy. And I found it very challenging. It's
tough. I just applaud our volunteers who go in there day in and day out and speak words of hope and help
to these clients. It was difficult. My husband and I moved to New Zealand with his job, NCR, and I though,
"Oh, ok. .. phew ... I'm free". And yet, within a week in New Zealand, I felt God saying, "You need to get
involved in this again". So And I did. In Alta, New Zealand I served with another hotline organization and
took hotline phone calls. Fast forward about five years. I-we- came back. And then I called and said, "it's
time for me to get involved here again at the Miami Valley Women's Center and I'm willing to volunteer
again". And they called back and said, "well we have something different for you now". And in the
meantime, even back in New Zealand, I had met a group of young people who were going out - these were
college students- presenting purity to high school students. And I'd gotten involved with them, encouraging
them, bringing them to schools really as a result of my ongoing communication with the Miami Valley
Women's Center. Seeing that preventative part is a huge part of what any good ministry like this will offer
and will provide. So even though I didn't really know what I was going to be doing. I didn't feel qualified.
I was following someone who was a nurse. I knew God would equip. When He calls, He equips and it was
a wonderful time. And, so now, still, I've picked up the phone here when we're very busy and the phone's
ringing- we still answer our own phones. We don't send them over on a voicemail. And, even yesterday,
somebody called and said, "Do you have, can you help me with birth control", which is a whole other
subject, but I love a call like that. And it's just interesting to hear. Though I can't see that person, I can hear
them on the other end, they appreciate being told that they are more than the consequences of short-term
relationships.
TREJO: How do you handle when people come in and they think they're at the Stroop Road abortion
clinic?
GOOD: That doesn't happen now as often as it used to. But we are on Stroop and the abortion clinic is on
Stroop. East Stroop, we are West Stroop. We would let them know right away that we are not the abortion
clinic. But we would also tell them that we invite them to stay so that we would just share with them what
the procedures entail, the possible risks to them emotionally and physically. We also let them know that we
don't think it's a mistake that they came by. We believe that God brought them here to take a little bit more
time in making this decision and it's a decision that can't be reversed.
TREJO: What are some ofyour greatest successes? They could be at this center or anywhere in your life?

GOOD: I tbtnk two great successes defmitely would be my husband and I have two children and we have
been very blessed. They're grown now. They're twenty-six and twenty-four and they've made us very
proud. One is married. The older one is married and so he has a lovely wife, so it's so much fun and still
tilltt's what I probably look for to the most is time with them, even though they don't live in town. Other
successes- I would say the twelve years directing the abstinence education here has given me, very much
like teacher~, an ability to pour into the li~ of young people. Letting them know, "yes you can" and "you
are worth it". And to be able to see them years down the road or have them come up and say, "I'm getting
engaged n~ month and I still have my letter to my future wife". Those are very sweet successes. Other
successes are the transformation of lives that we see here that we all get so excited about and just rejoice.
And not so much in what the Miami Valley Women's Center does through our volunteers and our staff, but
what God does through us. He transforms people. He brings hope to situations that, in most people's eyes,
would seem absolutely hopeless. And often times that baby that people have thought, "there's no way I can
afford another child" or "there's no way I can even explain this child where I am right now" brings great
joy and can even bring a family together again. So, those are huge successes that we all just, we praise God
for.
TREJO: Do you have any specific stories that you can think of [in regards to that]?
GOOD: Well, there are so many stories ... but we did have a client just last week who was not married and
she was a mother of a fifteen year old and an eleven year old so the thought of starting all over again was
really not what she had in mind. But, she had come in. Of course, we're just here if they want our services.
But she had come in for a pregnancy test and an ultrasound and the options counseling. And when she saw
her baby on the ultrasound after having spent a lot of time talking with the volunteer who met with her, she
decided that she was not going to go through with abortion anymore and we were so excited for her. Then,
we offered her the M.O.M.S. follow-up program [an acronym standing for Making Outstanding Mothers- a
follow-up program for expectant mothers], the mentoring program, where she can earn baby bucks to buy
things. To buy baby furniture, a crib, stroller, car seat, clothing, diapers and formula for her baby. We
offered that to her, but we also don't want to push too much at once and said, "would you like to make an
appointment for that later?" and she said, "No, I want to sign up for MOMS right now" and as she left, she
gave her volunteer a hug and just said, "thank you". So those are exciting times. Another one of our clients
the majority of women who choose abortion in the United States today already do have at least one child,
so that's not unusual. When another one of our clients has younger children and one of them was a special
needs child- single mom. She knew how difficult life was. She works. But just taking care of two children
with one with special needs and facing a pregnancy was hard and she didn't know what she was going to
do. Well, she was here and the woman who was meeting with her, the volunteer, went to get a little layette
set for her and just said, "just take this as a gift from us". That, in addition to the ultrasound and the options
counseling, helped this young woman believe that God had a precious little baby for her. And she was not
going to terminate that pregnancy. As she opened up the bag, everything was pink and purple. And of
course, these were early at six, seven, eight weeks, no one can tell what the sex is, but she opened that bag
and said, "we're going to have a little girl" and in fact, she had a little girl. And she is so thrilled with this
precious little Brianna. And this precious baby has even helped her special needs daughter calm down and
relax.
TREJO: You mentioned your children and your husband. Have they had a role in this center at all?
GOOD: Yes. Absolutely. First of all, anybody that comes in here and is married, we do ask the questions,
"how is your husband, your family, your wife"- because we do have male volunteers too- "how do they feel
about you volunteering here?'' because it is a ministry and as most people know with ministry it may tum
into a few more hours than what you originally think you're signing up for. My husband has always been
very very supporting and I'm so thankful for that. Not just of my time but also fmancially. And our children
both, having attended Dayton Christian High School in high school, both participated in "What Truth Was
Waiting For". And what a blessing that was, to see them on stage then, speaking what we've talked about
around the kitchen table for year, but they were claiming it as their own. And, uh, so that- they have both
played roles. And they've helped at different times with different events, but for the most part it's that
ongoing support. That they know that what happens here is for kingdom work [a religious slang term
meaning to do work for God].

TREJO: When you graduated college, were you already married?

GOOD: No I was not. I met my husband my second day of college and we were together through college,
but it was more rocky. Off and on. I was very immature and ....and....urn we didn't know about what we
were doing or where we were going or where we'd end up. But we did get back together then after I
graduated from college and he proposed and I came back. We had a short engagement. Just two months and
then got married, but. .. (pause) ... we've been together now for thirty-six years.
TREJO: Wow! Congratulations. You said you've lived in New Zealand and here. Where are some other
places you've lived or other experiences you've had together?
GOOD: Well, we went from three years in New Zealand to two years in Scotland and that was a growing
time for me as well. As a French major and a Spanish minor I thought, "Oh, I can handle these cultures.
Especially going to a country where they speak the same language. But what I found was going to a foreign
country brings- and really this is true of any big move where you lose your support system- it shakes your
world! And, going to New Zealand .. .it was a bit of a challenge. It was a struggle. Beautiful country.
Beautiful people. But it was just a challenging time and yet God allowed me to grow and actually gave me
a teaching position in New Zealand which I had to have a special work card for and a special work permit,
but it was a wonderful opportunity. And from there, we thought we were going home, but the job
opportunity didn't present itself, so we ended up in Scotland. Yeah ... studying French, you know the
Anglos are the absolute enemy of the French and they have been from time began and yet, I fell so in love
with Scotland. We lived within five miles of castles and ancient history that was so special. So we loved
living in Scotland for two years. Our children were born in southern California. We lived in southern
California for twelve years and so I have a great love for the Pacific coast and mountains there and the
beaches. My daughter right now is in New York City and we went there to see her last weekend and as we
drove back into Dayton I was, "Oh... I like Dayton" (laughs). So I'm very happy to call Dayton our home.
TREJO: In those other places, did you have other ministries or opportunities for community service?
GOOD: In New Zealand where I was teaching was a school and in the British countries, they still teach
religious education in public or private schools. It's not just Christianity. They may teach other religions as
well, but the school I was teaching at was a Christian school and they had come to me and asked if I would
fill in as their R.E. teacher- Religious Education teacher. So that was a ministry. It was a huge ministry, but
it was meant, I believe, as much for me as for them because obviously as a teacher, you've got to learn
what you're teaching. So, I had to know about God's Word everyday and learn what I was going to be
teaching. And of course we joined churches as we were there and I would teach Sunday School and in New
Zealand I would participate in a pro-life organization. Southern California, we became members of a
church and began really Sunday school teaching for junior high and that was my husband's call- his
interest. So that was a very good time and a huge stepping from career to Oh! Junior
higtrerg....hmmm ... (laughs). So that, for me-looking back- it wasn't a huge leap of faith for ministry, but
at the time it was pretty big. Yeah.
TREJO: What do you see as some of your most satisfying contributions and accomplishments?
GOOD: I think one of my contributions that I am thankful for is just longevity. Just hanging in there
because there are always going to be tired when you think, "(sigh) I'm tired of this". But about those times
God will give you something new. Something new to do or a new challenge, so I'm very thankful that I've
had the opportunity to stay here a long time and see relationships build and develop and see Him weave
people and programs and success together. He-God has done it all. But I do feel like probably one of my
greatest strengths is just tenacity and perseverance or else maybe I'm just slow to move. I don't know.
(laughs). But, I (pause) we've done- in 1997, the Miami Valley Women's Center- a core group sat down
and wrote out strategic plans for the Miami Valley Women's Center. With our mission, our vision and our
core values and that was a big turning point for this ministry. I'm so thankful I was a part of that exercise
because it took days, but it was a wonderful time for us to really nail down- who are we? Where do we

want to be? And what defmes us? And we're still claiming that mission, vision and core values and it's
been so exciting to see us be able to pass that on, then, to the new staff and volunteers who come in.
TREJO: Can you explain the different ministries here and how you've been involved and the impacts
you've seen through those ministries?
GOOD: Absolutely. We've mentioned the abstinence ministry in the Worth Waiting For program, which
is a group of high school and college students who go out and do a presentation for middle schools and
high schools. As an outgrowth of that, we began a group called G.I.F.T. Giving Insight, Friendship and
Truth is the acronym. And G.I.F.T. was really requested by the schools who said, "We like Worth Waiting
For, but that's an assembly once a year. It would be good to have a follow-up". So G.I.F.T. volunteers and
leaders come into the schools weekly all year long to mentor the girls that the guidance counselor
suggested. S.T.A.R.S. is another group that began and that is another mentoring group that meets in Greene
County after school in Xenia and Cedarville. So, very much like the girls club, but that's for anybody who
wants to come. Seventh and eighth graders, please come. So those were wonderful growth opportunities for
the abstinence area. Back in 1998, after doing the strategic plan, the Center went medical and while I was
not a part of that, I was over in the abstinence wing, it was very much a strategic thing and an answer to
prayer, that Dr. Stalter who was our medical director starting 1998 had long-time been an advocate and a
friend of the ministry. But he actually began our medical program here, which meant that we could
through medically trained RNs, and doctors and ultrasonographers, provide ultrasounds and that, of course,
is a wonderful tool in letting a pregnant woman see that this is not just a blob of tissue, but this is a baby
with a heart beating and if the baby is 10-11 weeks you're gonna see arms and legs moving and dancing
and maybe even sucking their thumb, so that has been- the medical part of this ministry has grown. And
then, just two years ago we added medical to our Huber Heights center ... three years ago. And now we
provide ultrasound here at the Kettering center twenty hours a week and at Huber Heights and Xenia, ten
hours each. We only added that in the last couple of years so that's a real blessing to be able to do that.
Each of the three centers provides abortion recovery, discipleship, parenting classes, mentoring for moms
and for dads and that's been exciting too. That's been a growth. Several years ago we might have one man
volunteering a few hours a week. Well, now we have a men's director on staff20 hours a week with
another six male volunteers here to meet. So that when the partner comes in of the girls, somebody' s here
to talk to him and just to chat, but also to invite him to consider participating in a dad's program in being
mentored. And the guys love it. Just last week our men's director received a card! How many people send
cards these days? And this young man had taken the time to buy a card, write out the special thank you, put
it in the mail, put a stamp on it and send it to him.
TREJO: When it comes to funding, you said .... how does that run? It's not run through the state? Do you
get support? You don't charge anything.
GOOD: Right. We don't charge anything, so all of our support comes through the community. About
twelve percent of our giving comes from churches. About fifteen percent comes from corporations. And a
lot of those, of course, are small businesses where the head of that business is a friend of the Miami Valley
Women's Center. But if you look at everything- and then we get about one to two percent from CFC or
United Way. But those are people who have designated us as recipients of the United Way or the Combined
Federal Campaign gifts so really, when you add it all up, 97% of our giving really comes from individuals.
We do have some support from ... right now we have a gift from Fifth-Third Bank. One of the trusts for
Fifth-Third bank for $5,000 for our M.O.M.S. program that allows us to buy new cribs, cars eats and
strollers for the baby stores for the M.O.M.S. graduates. And we also have a grant from the Teal
Foundation for $4,000 for that MOMS program too. But otherwise it is individuals who give to us on a
monthly basis all year. Or they may come to our gala in the fall. We have two main fundraising events each
year. The gala in the fall where we do have a plea at the end of the dinner and a silent auction before. And
then we have a walk- a Walk For Life in the spring and that's coming up May 14th. So with out walk for
life, our goal this year is to have 500 sponsored walkers from all the different churches where people will
just ask their friends, "hey I'm gonna walk this two mile walk for the Miami Valley Women's Center and
the clients they serve, would you sponsor me?" and that provides- the walk last year gave us up twenty
percent of our budget.

TREJO: You said that you came to this area by your husband's job? Is that correct? How do you feel that
the Miami Valley Women's Center has been perceived by the community? I know you said a little bit about
the media ....
GOOD: Well, I think ...... I think in general, because of the care and the compassion that clients have
received here, I believe we have a good reputation, praise God. Really, through just the truth, through the
work that has been done and through the people's lives that have been touched. And we see it everywhere.
Last week someone- our director of development- was out at a Wal-Mart health fair and people came by
and said, "you helped me so much" or "you helped my daughter so much. Thank you". And those are such
good things to hear. So I think overall, we do have a wonderful reputation. We're not advertising on radio
or television right now, but we have in the past and, of course, we have yellow page and white page
advertising. And we do some other university advertising in the directory. So I think really by word of
mouth and just by the client care that we've given in the past and the good leadership including our boards.
We have a board of directors. We have a pastoral advisory board and a medical advisory board. That we
have .... we enjoy a good reputation to God's glory. And these people have poured a lot into not only the
Miami Valley Women's Center, but they're people who do a lot in their community too. So a lot of our
volunteers here are very involved in their church. They're very involved in their community garden club,
their community co-op ... their community baby-sitting situations. Or their schools! They contribute to their
schools in a very positive way.
TREJO: What was your transition like between being the Director of the Abstinence program and
becoming the Executive Director? Was there anything between there?
GOOD: There was. There was about a year where I served as Director of Operations and my predecessor
T.L. Drake came in after Linda Schindler for thirteen years and T.L. just, he decided he wanted to have a
director of operations and offered me that position and it came at a time where I felt God was just saying
yes ....just saying yes ... and it'll all work out. And T.L. was a good mentor. I was in that position not quite a
year, when he decided to move back into the mental health field, which is where he was and so the board
offered me that position and it was just out of obedience that I said yes because I certainly wasn't ready for
it. (laughs).
TREJO: When you say you weren't ready for it, what was that transition like?
GOOD: Well it was a little .. .it was a challenge for everyone, but I am so thankful for everybody here ... the
ministries here .... the ministry directors. All of them came along and helped. Helped me, supported me and
encouraged me. So I'm very thankful for that. We've seen our discipleship ministry grow tremendously.
Whether we're talking about events like Adopt a Family at Christmas Time. We've seen our MOMS
program grow to a great extent in the number of women who are mentored and given the parenting skills
they need. And I've also shared already how the men's program has grown so much, but those people
really helped me adjust to the new role and ... (pause) and I'm forever grateful.
TREJO: Have you been in any public forums? I know you've been in the abstinence program, but have
you ever had to deal with a pro-choice pro-life debate? How did you have to handle that?
GOOD: Well, it would be back in the abstinence days when we did do that. I have debated Planned
Parenthood and (pause) and another group that really represents .... (pause) .... .! can't remember right now,
but I have had an opportunity where the debate was really more centered on sexual activity among youth
and what that does to people when there are no guidelines and no boundaries. So, to be honest, the forums I
would say I have now are more one-on-one because we all know people who defmitely consider
themselves pro-choice and I have friends who consider themselves pro-choice so we do talk about it. But as
far as a real public statement, usually when I do get up to speak it is with a friendly audience where I've
been invited by a church. However, I have had an opportunity during this past year where I've been
disqualified from a funding opportunity because I represented a controversial organization. So, I had
belonged to an organization where everyone had an opportunity to get up and present their 501 c3 and in
doing so, as soon as they found out we were pro-life, that disqualified us. So, I guess I have had an

opportunity in the last year.
TREJO: Can you explain that [situation] a little bit more?
GOOD: Well, it was a surprise to me. It was a surprise to me, but I think .. ..some people ....again, this is
where a lot of people will say, "well, I agree with you but that bigger picture of us supporting a pro-life
organization... well that ... that' s too scary. That' s too risky". So, that' s just what happened.
TREJO: How do you handle things like that?
GOOD: Well, I won't say that my knees weren' t quivering, but I had my purse back at my chair so I had to
go back and sit down ... wait ... and just, left graciously. I did leave the organization. But, you know what,
that also is a growing time because, some people in that audience heard (pause) that life is precious and that
every life matters. There's a story about Beethoven .... and I've just given away the punch line, but the
story's about a medical professor that comes before his medical students and says, "what would you do in
this case? The father has syphilis, the mother has TB, the older brothers and sisters-one died at birth, one
was blind ... " and you do on and on and on. And he asks his students, "what would you do"? And one
student raises his hand and says, "well I would advise the mother to terminate the pregnancy" at which
point the professor says, "congratulations, you' ve just killed Beethoven". And we don't know what God
has in store for each life, but we do give out a carnation to those who have a pregnancy test here at they're
leaving. And attached to that carnation it says the words in Jeremiah 29:11. "'For I know the plans I have
for you,' says the Lord. 'Plans to prosper you and not harm you. Plans to give you hope and a future "'. And
that allows us to train when we know that God has a plan and that's something we all want- bigger faith.
We all want to trust that he's got a great plan for our lives and He does with these little children. Even if it
doesn't seem like the right time for their mom or for their dad. But when they receive that help and hope,
it's just amazing how their perspective changes, but also their condition of life changes in many cases.
TREJO: How have your motivations changed over time or how do you hope for them to change?
GOOD: I'd say my motivations have changed, probably 180 degrees. (laughs). From a time when it was, I
want to do something that will be exciting and pay me some good money and (pause) and let me live where
I want to live and do what I want to do to .... to now I really want to be where God wants me to be and if I
am, then it will be better than anything I could have said and sought out or just gone for on my own.
TREJO: Where would you like to see this ministry go, either while you're involved or just in the future in
general even if you're not involved in it anymore?
GOOD: Well that's a very good question. Well, I would love to see this ministry continue to thrive. I
would love to see this ministry not be the best kept secret. Sometimes we are the best kept secret. People
come in and say, "we had no idea you did all of this behind these walls" and that we would be the frrst
name in somebody' s home at the kitchen table when they find word about "so and so thinks she might be
pregnant... .let's call the Miami Valley Women's Center". So I do look forward to the day where people
think of us frrst and .... and call and come. (pause) As far as saying another location or ... that would have to
be the Lord's leading. I don't have anything in mind for that. I don't.
TREJO: I actually wanted to backtrack. Could you explain a little bit more about the ministry with women
who've had abortions and some of the success with that?
GOOD: Oh, absolutely. And I'm glad you asked about that because this really spans the ages. We just
prepared a report for one of our affiliates called Care Net and indeed the ages of our clients very much
follow the abortion statistics in this country. Most- 35% of our clients are 20-24. And then you go older. A
lot of people think that all of our crises are teen pregnancies, but that's not true. It's 20-24, then 24-28, then
28-32, then you .finally get to the teens. While there are teen crisis pregnancies and we are so thankful when
they come in, it's really- the majority of the clients are in their twenties and they're older. But when you
start talking about abortion recovery it's every age imaginable. Our abortion recovery ministry director, just
a couple of weeks ago got a phone call from a guidance counselor in high school who said, "I had a

sixteen-year-old in here who 's just a wreck. Can you see her right now or soon?" Well, she' d had an
abortion and she was already suffering from depression and needed help right awa:y. That same director
also meets with a grandmother who was instrumental in her daughter choosing abortion and now, over ten
yea:rs later, is still struggling with that decision and that coercion she brought ....or that influence she had on
her daughter. And that daughter had a lot of issues. Her daughter went through an addiction to drugs
afterwards- heroine addiction- and is good now, but it's ... .it's had a cost. In addition to the loss of that
grandchild, but what it did to her daughter and their relationship was very hard. We have another woman
who in the last year in her fifties has experience freedom from going through abortion recovery. And that
program we aptly call, for the book that is used in it Forgiven and Set Free. These are secrets that
oftentimes women don't feel like they can entrust to anyone and there's shame and there's regret and
there's grief and this program allows them to go through it with a very loving person who helps them see
that Jesus Christ has done all that needs to be done to give us that forgiveness if we ask him. He's paid it on
the cross and so it's very exciting when you see a woman in her fifties say, "I have not known this joy for a
long time".
TREJO: What lessons do you carry away from your involvement in ... life in general? Specifically this
ministry?
GOOD: I think the lessons I carry away from here, I'm often reminded of by our founder who is still very
much involved and still our number one volunteer and that is "apart from Him [God] we can do nothing".
This ministry is really based on prayer and just dependence and a reliance on the Lord. We start two days a
week in the prayer chapel with prayer and praise and I just think that's probably what I take away for the
day more than anything else is that God loves it when we ask, "what should I do"? and He inhabits the
praise of His people. (Recording stopped when I asked, are there any other questions you'd like me to go
back to?)
TREJO: Can you go ahead and tell me about some of your earlier work experiences?
GOOD: Alright, when I graduated from college, I went out to southern California and took a job with a
foreign currency exchange so it's very interesting right now in this economy to see gold rising over a
$1,000 because that's what I used to do. I used to buy and sell foreign currencies and precious metals. You
know gold and silver. Very different from what I'm doing now, but I enjoyed that and I was with that
company off and on for a period of almost eleven years- working for them in southern California. In
addition to that I have taught school. I substitute taught in Centerville schools and I also taught in New
Zealand. And then between there, I also even prepared taxes for H & R Block because I kinda like
numbers. Another question was about my family relationship to extended family as an adult and it's ... .it's
a little sad and yet it is part of God's plan, but my husband and I are, you know, orphaned in our fifties or
even younger for my husband, but our parents did not live long so we have extended family in our brothers
and sisters, but our parents have been gone for some time so we really ....we certainly don't have a big
family and certainly not a big family living right here in the community. So our church has become our
community. This ministry has become our family and our neighborhood. And it's really nice to stay in one
place long enough that everywhere you go you recognize faces because you or your kids went to school
together and or your daughters were Girl Scouts together or your son was in the band with this other fellow
or whatever. So, really I would say our extended family in Dayton is very much a culmination of years of
living in the same place, but it's nice too that we have friends from those years in California, scattered
across the U.S. We have friends that we still connect with in New Zealand and Scotland and Europe ... and,
if and when we do retire, we'lllook forward to having those opportunities to travel and see them.
TREJO: When you say, "if and when you do retire" ... ?
GOOD: (laughs) Well, I don't know. I really do enjoy working. I'm not even near sixty yet. I'm not
close ... not real near sixty, so (pause) I don't know. But we, we do enjoy travel and my husband right now
is enjoying teaching and working with students at U.D. [University of Dayton] and also Indiana Wesleyan
so he's go the youth hat on at the moment and very much enjoying it.
TREJO: What does he teach?

GOOD: He's teaching business in MBA classes.
TREJO: How has your church family, you called them your extended family, have they been an integral
part in this ministry?
GOOD: That's a very good question. Yes they have and they were long before I came into this role. They
have been- our pastor for thirty years was a pro-life pastor and actually that was one thing I looked for
when we were looking at churches ... to try to make sure that we were going to a church that says, "yes, God
gives life and it's not ours to take away". So he planted those seeds a long time ago and, of course, my
predecessors here too built. But it's just wonderful to see the support that they give. I was at a Bible study
at church Wednesday night and just looking at the room of about fifteen women, I saw a volunteer and
many faithful donors on a regular basis. And I am very blessed and it's not because of me, but they have
caught the vision and are generous and this is a tough economy. We have been so blessed that God has
been faithful to touch people's hearts and encourage them to give. And they've been faithful on doing the
giving so we've not had to cut back on the programs and the ministries that we offer.
TREJO: I know my church has people from here speak sometimes. How do you fmd the women who are
willing to speak at those churches? How do you get them to tell their stories?
GOOD: That is such a good question and it's something that we're always looking for because the stories
are amazing, but when they say, "next to death that's the greatest fear- public speaking" (laughs) ... and all
of us have that to a certain extent so it is hard to encourage ... sometimes it's hard to encourage them.
Sometimes they're ready and willing to get up and share their story, but sometimes it's hard. Especially for
those who have had an abortion. I think sometimes it's a little easier for those who have just-well I don't
mean 'just'- who have had a crisis pregnancy and chosen life. But if they have chosen abortion it can be
very difficult for them to want to share that story. So how do we ... we pray about it. We call them- whoever
it is who has been working with them the most in a follow up program. And usually it is the clients who
have gone through a follow-up program with us. Either Mentoring Moms or Abortion Recover or
Discipleship or D.R.E.A.M. The D.R.E.A.M. program is an acronym for Daring to Realize that Every
Action Matters and that is a sexual integrity program encouraging young women to really look at their
sexual past and step back and think about "is this what I want in the future?" and then make a new
plan ... make a new plan with a lot of tools so those are really where our clients have come from and it is
what we do and as well as our Journey in Hope. One of the women who spoke at our last gala was a
Journey of Hope client. Journey of Hope is a prenatal hospital. If a woman has a diagnosis during one of
her pregnancies that the baby will have abnormalities where it is so severe that baby will not survive, often
times the doctors will recommend they terminate them, or abort. A lot of women aren't comfortable doing
that and we are here for those women who say, "No. You know God gave me this baby and this pregnancy"
and interestingly enough, we had a client come in a few weeks ago say, "I'm going to give the baby back
to God the same way he brought her to me. I'm not going to take her." Some of these babies are born
stillborn, some of them live for just an hour, some of them live for just a few hours. Some of them live for
we'eks or months, but in each case that mother has expressed the gratefulness for having had the
opportunity to hold that baby and also to have seen ... okay, the doctors weren't wrong this time, but they
could have been. What if the doctors had been wrong? She doesn't have to worry about that. She doesn't
have to ask herself all her life what it would be like if she hadn't aborted and there are times to where
they're praying for a miracle and the miracle doesn't always come but the miracle comes in life. Even
seeing and holding that baby for a short while. Tara who shared at the gala was a fantastic speaker. She was
eager to tell people of her story and does it so beautifully. So any of the clients who have come through our
programs that want to tell their stories, we just, we just love it. And some of them come back years later
and tell it again. Sometimes at the walk- two years ago a young woman called and was just talking to me on
the phone and said, "I've been telling everybody just how helpful the Miami Valley Women's Center was
to me" and we didn't have a speaker for the walk yet and so I just asked her, "Do you want to share that in
front of an audience?" and she said, "Sure". So sometimes it's easy and other times it's a long process and
we're wondering "Who's going to do this for us", but God always provides and that's what people want to
hear. They want to hear the client's stories because that's where the, uh, the miracles happen.

TREJO: Thank you so much.
GOOD: You're welcome.

Glossary
Care Net- national network of over 1050 crisis pregnancy centers that offer long
term assistance to women facing an unplanned or crisis pregnancy
501c3- an American tax-exempt, nonprofit corporation or association

Combined Federal Campaign- an annual workplace charity campaign
United Way- an organization that ngages the community to support a local network
of health and human service agencies and initiatives that make lasting changes
Ultrasonographers- a medical profession that administers diagnostic imaging in
which ultrasound is used to image an internal body structure or a developing fetus

